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So keep exploring uncharted territory, make room for new visualization ideas, and the next sparkline may be just over the horizon. You have the ability to create fully customizable tripods in Layout Invisible. Also in the visualization, you can highlight elements such as capsules, and other elements that look like the tripod's own insides. - You can select a position under the'screen' and'mask' of a test set in the 'views'

item of the new library. -- Views - a set of "web pages" where you can change the appearance of one test page. For example, change the background and resolution for a web page like Tower (360; x110) Don't forget to return to the list of dialog panels. Scroll through other features, adjust the size, style and appearance. These elements are also related to visualization. Try changing the outlines and sizes of most
elements in the interface: cascading icons, moving panels, and swapping buttons. Now trace the movements, where the elements look softer and where they look sharper. The background size of the Tower will look somewhat sharper than the Tower's. Check how the Tower looks from different angles, point the lighting in different directions. Turn off highlighting of individual elements to visually demonstrate how the

environment affects the perception of the model. Don't be afraid to experiment with colors, lighting, lines, proportions, and environmental elements. Highlighting objects can behave very strangely. For example: when objects are pixelated, the light they emit will appear unusual and appear larger than they actually are, and when objects have text, the shadows will be harder than they appear. Try turning off the
visibility of those elements that are close to real text and objects. Try different sizes in the Normalize, Materialize and Reflect settings, but keep in mind that all these settings must be set when creating the Tower. You can use your own Normalizing library to light the Tower. Improve lighting, contrast, shadow placement and make the shadow more realistic. Do you want the model to look like it's up in the air? Try

using Panels in Layer 3. Use Panels to create shadow, image and text on models added using the layer editor. If you are using Layer-2, the Laye object can be used as the basis for the object
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